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Wide Open
North Point InsideOut

[Verse 1]
   F#sus                   G#m          E
No height, no depth, no laugh, or final breath
     F#sus      G#m                 E
Could ever sepa-rate us from Your love
   F#sus                   G#m            E
No failure, no mistake, no loneliness, or pain
      F#sus     G#m                 E
Could ever sepa-rate us from Your love
      F#sus     G#m                 E
Could ever sepa-rate us from Your love

[Chorus]
       F#
On the other side
   G#m              E
Of everything I m a-fraid of
                           B
You are standing with Your arms
            B
Wide open, wide open
F#          G#m               E
Even in my deepest doubts and wonder
                           B
You are standing with your arms

wide open, wide o-pen

[Verse 2]
    F#sus                      G#m          E
I m healed, made strong, I ve found where I belong
F#sus        G#m              E
Forever I m alive now in Your love
           F#sus                 G#m           E
I ve been changed, unchained, by Your amazing grace
F#sus        G#m               E
Forever I m alive now in Your love

[Chorus]
       F#
On the other side
   G#m              E
Of everything I m a-fraid of
                           B



You are standing with Your arms
            B
Wide open, wide open
F#          G#m               E
Even in my deepest doubts and wonder
                           B
You are standing with your arms

wide open, wide o-pen

(Yes, wide open)

[Bridge]
     F#                            G#m            E
If I make my bed in darkness, if I try my best to hide
     F#                                    G#m         E
You know the farthest ocean, You give the morning its light
         F#                             G#m           E
I can t run from Your presence, there s no place that far
     F#                            G#m             E
So I run to you my Savior, there s safety in Your arms
     F#                            G#m            E
If I make my bed in darkness, if I try my best to hide
     F#                                    G#m         E
You know the farthest ocean, You give the morning its light
         F#                             G#m           E
I can t run from Your presence, there s no place that far
     F#                            G#m             E
So I run to you my Savior, there s safety in Your arms (yes)

There s safety in Your arms (yes)

[Chorus]
       F#
On the other side
   G#m              E
Of everything I m a-fraid of
                           B
You are standing with Your arms
            B
Wide open, wide open
F#          G#m               E
Even in my deepest doubts and wonder
                           B
You are standing with your arms

wide open, wide o-pen

(Yes, wide open)
       F#
On the other side



   G#m              E
Of everything I m a-fraid of
                           B
You are standing with Your arms
            B
Wide open, wide open
F#          G#m               E
Even in my deepest doubts and wonder
                           B
You are standing with your arms

wide open, wide o-pen

(Yes, wide open)


